Sarasota’s Smart Growth Dividend

Sarasota County, like many other Florida counties, saw a huge wave of suburban development in the boom years from 1995 to 2007. During that time, more than 11,000 acres of land within the county and its incorporated municipalities came under development. Responding to state growth management policies and seeking to discourage future sprawl, county officials enacted an urban services boundary in 1997. Its purpose was to channel future growth into areas where the county was planning to provide urban services and infrastructure. A citizen-led initiative in 2008 strengthened the growth limit, requiring a unanimous vote of the county commission to enlarge the land area within it.

While the boundary now constrains the county’s supply of developable land, the three home-rule cities in the county—Venice, North Port, and Sarasota—can still annex into unincorporated county lands inside the urban services boundary. Given such limits on its supply of developable land, and possible losses due to annexation, Sarasota County is concerned that future property tax revenues could be squeezed. The county’s current revenue has already taken a major hit in the post-boom economy.

The shortfall results mostly from lower property assessments tied to falling real estate prices, coupled with and exacerbated by a slowdown in population growth. A further impact on local revenue collections is the loss of the income due to a downturn in new construction. Residential permitting activity in Sarasota County has gone from more than 2,300 newly platted lots in 2005 to under 90 in 2009. Commercial development has dropped from 2,300 newly platted lots in 2005 to under 30 in 2009. Commercial development has also dropped, with fewer than 30 in 2009.

As a result, the county’s property tax revenue fell from over $94 million in 2005 to under $38 million in 2009. A citizen-led initiative in 2008 strengthened the growth limit, requiring a unanimous vote of the county commission to enlarge the land area within it.

By Peter Katz

Doing the numbers proves that compact, centrally located, mixed use development yields the most property taxes.

In the Sarasota-South Sarasota Metropolitan Statistical Area, a comparison of the property tax yield for commercial development and for single-family homes during the period 1995 to 2007, shows that the average property tax yield per acre is nearly three times higher for commercial development ($7,807) than for single-family homes ($2,612).

By Peter Katz

The data highlighted in the profile is straightforward—it’s the amount of county property tax paid by the owners of each of the profiled properties (information that is readily obtainable from the local tax assessor). The taxes are then divided into the land area occupied by each property to obtain a tax per acre figure. The complete revenue profile thus provides an apples-to-apples comparison of the property tax yield for each development type.

Still, common sense suggests that some of the biggest public costs will be lower in downtown areas. Funding public schools is generally cheaper there because, in most U.S. regions, families with children tend to live in more suburban areas. Among families who do live downtown, many will opt to place their children in private schools. Water use, too, is likely to be lower in more urban areas because yards are relatively small if they exist at all.

The county’s revenue profile

At the top of Sarasota’s revenue profile (in the graphic above), one sees that owners of single-family homes in the unincorporated county pay, on average, almost $3,700 per acre in property taxes. Multifamily developments (such as apartments or condominiums) are typically assessed at more than double that amount, yielding about $7,800 in property taxes on a per acre basis. Within the city of Sarasota, single-family home owners annually pay $8,211 per acre, on average, in county taxes alone.

According to AECOM’s Commercial Development and Planning Services, the average home value in Sarasota is $250,000. The average property tax rate for the county is 0.55%. This means that property owners pay $1,375 per year in property taxes on a per acre basis. The average home value in Sarasota is $250,000. The average property tax rate for the county is 0.55%. This means that property owners pay $1,375 per year in property taxes on a per acre basis.
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The county’s revenue profile

The 32-acre property, which is located in an urban services boundary area, illustrates this well. Its arcaded ground floor houses a bank and upper-floor offices. Although some units have water views, the building’s principal attraction is its shopping. The 32-acre property, which is located in an urban services boundary area, illustrates this well.
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What the Numbers Show

Our firm has created a computer model that shows that capital invested in high-density projects can produce a higher rate of return than lower density projects, including the big box stores that so many communities may mistakenly covet. The key is to look at municipal revenues generated per acre by a variety of land uses, including single-family housing, a typical suburban mall, and a more complex mixed use property.

Our 2008 study of Buncombe County, North Carolina, broke down the county property tax yield of Asheville-area properties on a per acre basis. We found that the average acre of single-family housing in the county contributed about $1,236 in property tax while the average acre of housing within the Asheville city limits contributed $1,716. The findings for downtown Asheville were far more dramatic: An average six-story mixed use project yielded $250,125 per acre. That’s about 31 times the property tax yield of the Asheville Mall, which is also within the city limits but produced just $7,995 in county taxes per acre. Even after big box retail taxes were added to the study, the combined big box property and retail tax yields a total of about $51,000 per acre.

Results were similar in Sarasota, where we found that 3.4 acres of mixed use downtown development yielded 8.3 times more annual county property taxes than a suburban 10.6-acre, 357-unit garden-style apartment project. Further, the multifamily residential public infrastructure costs downtown were only 57 percent of the suburban project, while the revenues were 810 percent greater. A difference of $19 million a year versus $219,000 a year. And it took the urban project just three years to pay for the infrastructure versus the 42 years for the suburban project.

In sum, the urban form consumed less land, cost less to provide public infrastructure, and had a higher tax return.

Joe Minnich, AICP

Peter Katz is Sarasota County’s director of Smart Growth/Urban Planning.
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*Average values as per Board of Realtor’s 2007 Annual County Tax Yield Per Acre: Sarasota, Florida

2007 Annual County Tax Yield Per Acre: Sarasota, Florida

- County residential — $1,236*
- City residential — $1,716*
- City commercial — $2,400*
- 1-2 story office buildings — $7,059
- Ashville Mall — $7,995
- 4-story apartments — $18,109
- 4-story mixed-use condos — $44,887
- 5-story mixed-use condos — $250,125

*Average values as per Board of Realtor’s

The New Urbanism

The most obvious lesson from Sarasota’s revenue profile is that compact mixed use developments in urbanized areas generate property tax revenue at a much higher rate than do single-use developments in more suburban locations.

Skeptics are sure to ask: What about sales taxes? It’s true that a large, high-volume retailer can make a significant financial contribution to a town or city. That’s why so much effort is made to lure a productive retailer across municipal boundaries and why local governments focus so much on fiscal zoning. But at the regional scale, this becomes a zero-sum game. Consider: Sarasota County’s total retail sales bring in $60 million to $70 million a year in sales tax revenue. Barring a huge influx of wealthy residents who decide to make most or all of their purchases locally, that number is unlikely to change.

If enhancing revenue is the goal, municipalities are far better off with compact development that generates higher property tax revenue. A grouping of 70 buildings like 1350 Main Street (a gridded cluster measuring seven rows wide by 10 deep) would bring in as much revenue as all of the sales tax currently collected in the entire county.

A quick calculation suggests that such a cluster could easily fit in an area of about 100 acres, including the land needed for streets, alleys, and a small public square or two. (By comparison, Sarasota’s existing downtown is about 700 acres.) Thus, a large volume of new construction in a confined area is unlikely to happen in Sarasota County, or even the city of Sarasota. Nor is it being recommended here. But the notion provides a useful point of comparison between two important revenue sources—sales tax and property tax—that are available to local government.

With a new generation of smart growth development showing that greater density can be packaged in a physical form that is compelling to a wide range of citizens, and the fiscal information that can be gleaned from a community’s revenue profile, long-time proponents of infill development may now be persuaded to consider a different, and potentially more cost-effective, approach to community building. With enough citizen buy-in, compact, walkable “smart growth districts” could be infinitely replicable, even in a suburban county such as Sarasota. Enabling them would be a far more viable strategy for increasing the county’s revenue base than trying to squeeze more sales tax dollars from existing local residents, many of whom now live on fixed incomes.

Such compact development would also mean a more rapid payday for public investment. Comparing the return from a two- and three-story garden apartment complex near Interstate 75 (357 housing units on just over 30 acres) with 1350 Main Street and two other adjacent downtown buildings (a total of 197 units on 1.9 acres), one sees that residential units in the suburban development will take 42 years to pay back the county’s infrastructure outlay, versus just three years for units in the downtown building. (Revenue from the commercial portions of the downtown properties was excluded to keep this an apples-to-apples comparison.)

The rapid payback is due to the fact that taller, more compact buildings require less of the horizontal infrastructure (roads, water, and sewer lines) that government typically pays for. Vertical infrastructure (elevators, stair towers, conduit, and structural steel), by contrast, are paid for by the builder or developer. Thus, the more that government can induce the private sector to spend on a given parcel of land, the more it stands to gain long-term, when the development is complete and higher property taxes begin to flow in.

Instead, governments have always encouraged such private sector investment with expenditures and actions of their own—ranging from the subdivision of land into salable parcels to the provision of public improvements such as streets, parks, and utilities. Citing earlier development models that may have been more economically viable, County Administrator Jim Ley remarked: “Observation points out just how far we’ve traveled from the basic understanding about what it takes to build a financially sustainable community—that denser urban centers produce the community wealth that sustains the less dense areas.”

As municipalities become more proactive in evaluating competing development models and driving toward the models that best meet their objectives in multiple realms—quality of life, quality of place, and economic sustainability—one can expect that tools such as the revenue profile will become an increasingly important part of the community decision-making process.